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Abstract— Image registration is the process of geometrically
aligning one image to another image of the same scene taken
from different viewpoints or by different sensors. It is a
fundamental image processing technique and is very useful in
integrating information from different sensors, finding changes in
images taken at different times and inferring three-dimensional
information from stereo images. Image registration can be done
by using two matching method: transform based methods and
correlation based methods. When image registration is done
using correlation based methods like normalized cross
correlation, the results are slow. They are also computationally
complex and sensitive to the image intensity changes which are
caused by noise and varying illumination. In this paper, an
unusual form of image registration is proposed which focuses
upon using various transforms for fast and accurate image
registration. The data set can be a set of photographs, data from
various sensors, from different times, or from different
viewpoints. The applications of image registration are in the field
of computer vision, medical imaging, military automatic target
recognition, and in analyzing images and data from satellites. The
proposed technique works on satellite images. It tries to find out
area of interest by comparing the unregistered image with source
image and finding the part that has highest similarity matching.
The paper mainly works on the concept of seeking water or land
in the stored image. The proposed technique uses different
transforms like Discrete Cosine Transform, Discrete Wavelet
Transform, HAAR Transform and Walsh transform to achieve
accurate image registration. The paper also focuses upon using
normalized cross correlation as an area based technique of image
registration for the purpose of comparison. The root mean square
error is used as similarity measure. Experimental results show
that the proposed algorithm can successfully register the template
and can also process local distortion in high-resolution satellite
images.
Keywords- Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT); Discrete Wavelet
Transform (DWT); HAAR Transform; Walsh transform
Normalized Cross Correlation; Interst Point Area Extraction;
Image Registration.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The accelerated growth in the field of computer vision,
image fusion, medical imaging, military automatic target
recognition, remote cartography and astrophotography has
established the need for the development of good image
registration technique for the efficient retrieval of interest

point area [10]. Before the development of image registration,
there were difficulties in matching the images with angular
distortion. As a result interest point matching result was poor
[21]. Image registration is the process of transforming
different sets of data into one coordinate system. The data set
can be a set of photographs, data from various sensors, from
different times, or from different viewpoints [1], [2], [5]. In
this paper, the use of Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT),
Discrete Wavelet transform (DWT), HAAR transform, Walsh
transform and normalized cross correlation is investigated.
This paper presents the image registration techniques based
on extracting interest point area of satellite images using the
transforms mentioned above. Extracting the interest point area
is achieved by computing correlation coefficient, DCT, DWT,
HAAR and Walsh transforms between target unregistered
image of any size and a source image of size NXN [21]. The
root mean square error is used as similarity measure. Image
registration is achieved by extracting interest point area and
highlighting the same on the source image with the help of
coordinate extraction.
The first section of this paper contains a brief review of
previous relevant work. In the second section, the new
algorithm is introduced in detail. Next, we present some
experimental results using satellite images. Finally, some
concluding remarks are provided.
II.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Image registration algorithms can be broadly classified into
two categories according to matching method: area based
methods (ABM) and feature based methods (FBM) [1], [4],
[5]. In ABM algorithms, small window of pixels in the sensed
image is compared statistically with window of the same size
in the reference image. The most commonly used methods are
cross-correlation matching and least-squares matching. The
centers of the matched windows are treated as control points,
which can be used to solve mapping function parameters
between the reference and sensed images [2]. ABM is a
classical matching method. Feature-based matching techniques
do not use the gray values to describe matching entities, but
use image features derived by a feature extraction algorithm
[1]. The form of the description as well as the type of feature
used for matching depends on the task to be solved.
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Interest-point matching is problematic and remains the
subject of much research within the communities of photo
grammetry, remote sensing, computer vision systems, pattern
recognition, and medical image processing [2]. In remote
sensing, area-based algorithms are normally suitable for open
terrain areas, but the feature-based approaches can provide
more accurate results in urban areas. No single technique
performs well in both circumstances [4]. Both algorithms have
their own unique strengths and weaknesses. Neither type of
algorithm can avoid the problem of dealing with ambiguity in
smooth (low texture) areas. Feature-based algorithms face the
additional problem of the effect of outliers (points with no
correspondences) on the results [1], [2], [5], [7].
Because of the large number of feature-based algorithms
used in interest-point matching, there are many classification
methods for describing these algorithms. Normally, feature
based algorithms can be categorized into rigid and non-rigid
(according to the transformation between images), global and
local (according to the image distortions), or corrected and
uncorrected (according to the image variations) [1].
In addition, most of the feature-based algorithms search
for correspondences and also address the refinement of a
transformation function. Therefore, feature-based algorithms
can also be grouped into three additional categories [3]. They
either solve the correspondence only, solve the transformation
only, or solve both the correspondence and the transformation.
Although numerous feature-based algorithms have been
developed, there is no general algorithm which is suitable for a
variety of different applications. Every method must take into
account the specific geometric image deformation [6].
For non-rigid local distortions, more complicated
transformations are developed. TPS was proposed initially for
global transformations, but it was improved for smooth local
distortions for medical image registration [1], [2], [5].
III.

1) Normalized Cross Correlation Approach
Windows of predefined size or even entire images are used
for the correspondence estimation during the registration step.
Area-based methods put emphasis on the feature matching
step rather than on their detection. No features are detected in
these approaches so the first step of image registration is
omitted. Area-based methods, sometimes called correlationlike methods or template matching merge the feature detection
step with the matching part. These methods deal with the
images without attempting to detect salient objects [2].
Correlation coefficient can be calculated using equation (1).
√
∑

The minimum root mean square error criterion is used as a
similarity measure. For applying DWT, first level
decomposition of unregistered target image and each block of
source image is taken. The similarity measure is used between
unregistered image and each block of source image. The
second approach used for interest point area extraction deals
with computing normalized cross correlation between each
block of source image and the unregistered target image.
A. Correlation Based Approach for Image Registration
This section of the paper focuses upon using normalized
cross correlation to achieve image registration. Correlation
based methods, sometimes called as template matching merge
the feature detection step with the matching part [2].
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a) Algorithm
Step 1. Resize the target image template to M X N pixels.
Step 2. Partition source image into overlapping blocks of
size MX N with some horizontal and vertical overlap.
Step 3. Compute the correlation coefficient between each
block of source image and that of target image template.
Step 4. Extract the region having maximum correlation
from source image.
Step 5. Set the threshold by trial and error.
Step 6. Extract the coordinates of all blocks correlation
greater than the threshold.
Step 7. Draw
coordinates.


METHODOLOGY

The proposed algorithm aims upon using DCT, DWT,
HAAR, WALSH transforms and normalized cross correlation
for the purpose of image registration. The algorithm works by
dividing the source image into overlapping blocks of
predefined size having some horizontal and vertical overlap.
The interest point area extraction is achieved by finding DCT,
HAAR and WALSH of unregistered target image and of each
block of source image.
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Advantages
1. Simple to implement.
2. Works best for open terrain areas.
3. Suitable for images with little distortion.
Drawbacks
1. Slow because of computational complexity.
2. Cannot deal with smooth areas.
3. Sensitive to image intensity changes caused by noise
or varying illumination.

B. Transform Based Approach for Image Registration
This section of the paper focuses upon making use of
different transforms mentioned below to achieve image
registration. The new proposed algorithm is discussed for each
of these transforms along with some of the required equations
for implementation of the same.
1) Discrete Cosine Transform Approach
The discrete cosine transform (DCT) is closely related to
the discrete Fourier transform. It is a separable linear
transformation; that is, the two-dimensional transform is
equivalent to a one-dimensional DCT performed along a
single dimension followed by a one-dimensional DCT in the
other dimension [11]. Two dimensional DCT transform can be
calculated using equation (2).
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The basic operation of the DCT is as follows:


The input image is N by M



f(i,j) is the intensity of the pixel in row i and column j



F(u,v) is the DCT coefficient in row ‘u’ and column
‘v’ of the DCT matrix.

a) Algorithm
Step 1. Resize the target image to M X N pixels.
Step 2. Partition source image into overlapping blocks of
size M X N by taking block size manually according to the
size of source image and some horizontal and vertical
overlap.
Step 3. Compute the two dimensional DCT of target image
and each block of source image starting from the leftmost top
block.
Step 4. Calculate root mean square error between DCT of
target image and each block of source image respectively.
Step 5. Compute the root mean square error.
Step 6. Set a threshold i.e. .minimum allowable error.
Step 7. The block having minimum RMSE is extracted from
source image.
Step 8. Extract the coordinates of all blocks having error
value less than the threshold and draw a region boundary
enclosed by the coordinates.
2) Haar and Walsh Transform Approach
When k=0, the Haar function is defined as a constant,
( )

the

following

Wj takes on the values +1 and -1.
Wj[0] = 1 for all j.
[ ]
[ ]
Wj has exactly j zero crossings, for j = 0, 1, ...., N-1.
Each row Wj is either even or odd with respect to its
midpoint

Step 2. Partition source image into overlapping blocks of
size M X N by taking block size manually according to the
size of source image and some horizontal and vertical
overlap.
Step 3. Design HAAR/WALSH kernel of size MXN.
Step 4. Apply the kernel on each block as well as on target
image individually.
Step 5. Compute the average of HAAR/WALSH result.
Step 6. Calculate root mean square error between result of
target image and each block.
Step 7. The block having minimum RMSE is extracted from
source image.
Step 8. Extract the coordinates of all blocks having error
value less than the threshold and draw a region boundary
enclosed by the coordinates.
3) Discrete Wavelet Transform Approach
Wavelet analysis is similar to Fourier analysis which
allows a target function over an interval to be represented in
terms of an orthonormal function.
Figure 1 shows the single level decomposition diagram
using discrete wavelet transfrom.
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a)
Algorithm
Step 1. Resize the target image to M X N pixels.

When k>0, the Haar function is defined by,
( )
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Figure 1. Single level decomposition using descrete wavelet transform
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a)
Algorithm
Step 1. Resize the target image to M X N pixels.
(4)

Walsh transform matrix is defined using a Hadamard
matrix of order N. The Walsh transform matrix row is the row
of the Hadamard matrix specified by the Walsh code index,
which must be an integer in the range [0, ..., N - 1]. Walsh
transform matrix is defined as a set of N rows, denoted Wj, for

Step 2. Partition source image into overlapping blocks of size
M X N by taking block size manually according to the size of
source image and some horizontal and vertical overlap.
Step 3. Perform single level decomposition of each block and
that of target image.
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Step 4. Calculate root mean square error between result of
target image and each block
Step 5. The block having minimum RMSE is extracted from
source image.



Step 6. Extract the coordinates of all blocks having error
value less than the threshold and draw a region boundary
enclosed by the coordinates.


1. Faster than area based methods.
2. Provides good result.
3. Works best for urban areas.
Drawbacks
1. Features cannot be exactly matched because of
noise.
2. Involves human intervention for manually
selecting control points.

Advantages
Resize target image (MXN)
Resize overlapping blocks of source
image (MXN)
Correlation Coefficient
Approach
used?
HAAR/WALSH

DCT

DWT

Transform Based
Method
2D DCT of target image and
each block of source image

Apply HAAR/Walsh kernel of
size MXN on target image and
each block of source image

Compute the minimum root mean
square error and set a threshold

Perform single level
decomposition of each block and
that of target image.

Correlation based method
Compute the correlation
coefficient between each block of
source and target image

Error < threshold.
True
Extract the block having correlation
coefficient greater than the threshold
Extract the coordinates of blocks

Draw a region boundary enclosed
by the coordinates.

Draw a region boundary
enclosed by the coordinates of
the blocks.

Figure 2. Flowchart for complete implementation

Figure 2 shows the complete implementation scheme of
proposed technique. Initially the target image template is
resized to the predefined size MXN and the stored source
image is divided into overlapping blocks of same size as that
of template by providing some horizontal and vertical overlap.
Based on the approach used for image registration (i.e.
transform based approach and correlation based approach), the
corresponding algorithm mentioned for that is applied. The
transform based approach applies DCT, HAAR, WALSH and
wavelet transforms on the resized target image template and
each block of source image. The wavelet transform uses first
level decomposition technique for the same. The root mean
square error is computed as a similarity measure between
transformation result of target image and each block of source

image. Threshold is established for minimum root mean
square values. The coordinates of the corresponding blocks of
source image satisfying the threshold criterion (i.e.
error<threshold) are extracted and a region boundary is drawn
connecting these coordinates. Correlation based approach tries
to compute normalized cross correlation between the resized
target image and each block of source image. The maximum
value of correlation coefficient is 1. The threshold is
established for computed correlation coefficient. The
coordinates of the block of source image for which correlation
coefficient is greater than the threshold value are extracted and
the region boundary is drawn connecting these coordinate
pixels.
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IV.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The implementation of the proposed algorithm is done in
MATLAB R2009a using a computer with Intel Core2 Duo
Processor (2.20GHz) and 2 GB RAM.
The proposed technique works on the idea of applying
image registration algorithm explained in the paper on satellite
images. To achieve these results, the algorithm is executed
with various satellite images of different sizes. The transform
based and correlation based approach is tested on each of
them. The results obtained are shown in the following figures.
A. Results Obtained For Satellite Image
This section of the paper focuses on satellite images having
land and water regions. The technique takes any water image
template as an input and a source satellite image is stored in a
database. The goal of the technique is to find out where
exaclty the water lies in the source satellite image by applying
image registration.

Figure 5. Registered image using normalized cross correlation

Figure 6. Registered image using DCT/DWT/WALSH/HAAR transforms

Figure 3 shows a satellite image on which image
registration has to be performed. Figure 4 shows unregistered
water image temaplate taken randomly from any satellite
image. Results included are obtained both by applying
correlation based method as well as transform based methods.
Figure 5 shows the result of image registration using
normalized cross correlation approach from which it is clear
that correlation based method does not detect entire water
region from the source image.
Figure 6 shows the result of applying transform based
approach. It shows that all the transforms i.e. DCT, HAAR,
WALSH and WAVELET transfroms produce the same results.
Figure 6 also shows that the result obtained by transform
based approach cover most of the water region except some.
Results obtained in this section imply that transform based
approach performs better than correlation based approach for
image registration.

Figure 3. Source Image

Figure 4. Unregistered Image of Water

Figure 7. Source image taken from different angle

B. Results Obtained For Angularly Distorted Images
This section of the paper focuses on satellite images
captured from different camera angles or by different
viewpoints. The goal of this section is to register the image
template taken out from the image taken from one angle to the
image taken from some different angle thus satisfying the
basic definition of image registration explained in section I.
Figure 7 shows image of some region captured from one angle
whereas Figure 8 shows the same image captured from
different angle. The image registration technique mentioned in
the paper works by extracting image template of size MXN as
shown in figure 9 and figure 10 from the source image taken
from different angle.
The source image 1 is then divided into overlapping blocks
of same size as the template by providing some horizontal and
vertical overlap. Both the techniques (i.e. Correlation Based
Approach and Transform Based Approach) are applied on the
template and each block of source image. Figure 11 shows the
result obtained by applying both the methods for registration
of the image template shown in figure 9.
Figure 12 shows the result obtained by applying both the
methods for registration of the image template shown in figure
10. Experimental results imply that both the technique produce
same result. Both the techniques correctly outline the interest
point area. Experimental results also show that Correlation
based approach consumes more time to produce the result as
compared to Transform based approach.
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V.

CONCLUSION

Image registration plays an important role in the alignment
of two or more images of the same scene. In this paper, a
simple but effective algorithm of Image Registration is
presented which uses transform based approach as well as area
based approach. The algorithm works with the idea of dividing
the source image into overlapping blocks of size same as that
of unregistered target image.
The image registration method of this paper is for the field
of satellite imaging. Image registration is achieved by
extracting the coordinates of blocks satisfying the criteria of
threshold value thus making entire procedure automatic for
interest point area detection. This paper also takes angularly
distorted images into consideration. It tries to locate the exact
position of given template of the image taken from different
angle or by different viewpoint thus achieving basic definition
of image registration.

Figure 8. Source image 1

.

Experimental results on various images in image
registration shows that the interest point area computed using
transform based approach provides more accurate results as
compared to the registration performed using normalized cross
correlation.

Figure 8. Unregistered image template 1
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